
Symmetric cryptography  --------------------- Asymmetric cryptography  

Symmetric encryption
H-functions, Message digest
HMAC H-Message Authentication 
Code

Asymmetric encryption
E-signature - Public Key Infrastructure - PKI
Data authenticity
Person identification
E-money, Crypto currencies
E-voting
Digital Rights Management - DRM
Etc.

Symmetric encryption

Cryptography: Information 
confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, 
person identification

Vernam cipher (1917) - One Time Pad                 Logical operations
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But nevertheless, the reader confusing implication and equivalence operations (functions) can 
accept the following proposition as valid: 
if talker has a head and donkey has a head, then talker is a donkey.

Target

Darts: if arrow hits A, then the score is equal to 1.
Othewise is equal to 0.
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if talker has a head and donkey has a head, then talker is a donkey.
To accept this proposition as valid means that thinker confuses notions of implication and 
equivalence. If reader is afraid to make such a mistake, we recommend to read about that in any 
external source.

>> m=77000
m =  77000
>> mb=dec2bin(m)
mb = 10010110011001000

Block ciphers

The plain text is divided into the blocks, each of 
N-bit. Each block is encrypted one at a time to 
produce the cipher block.

The ciphertext is again divided into blocks, each 
of N-bit and each block is decrypted 
independently one at a time with the same key 
to obtain the corresponding plain text block.

AES:   Advanced Encryption Standard (2000)
    Electronic Codebook Mode (ECB) mode

Vernam cipher (1917) - One Time Pad

Bit strings:   p, k
c = p ⊕ k                                                                  p = c ⊕ k

|p| = |k|1.
Key k must be used once.2.
The bits of k must be uniformly distributed.3.

Properties:
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AES - 128, 192, 256  Block cipher --> Encryption --> Decryption

to obtain the corresponding plain text block.

% AES128()
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Stream ciphers

>> C = AES128(P,key,Nr,'e')

% AES128()
%in - text/ciphertext
%key - shared secret key
%Nr - number of rounds
%EnDec - letter which determines either encryption or 
decryption
%% 'e' for encryption 'd' for decryption
%Example:
%key =  '000102030405060708090a0b0c0d0e0f';
%P = '00112233445566778899aabbccddeeff';
%Nr = 10;
%C = AES128(in,key,Nr,'e')
%>>C = 69c4e0d86a7b0430d8cdb78070b4c55a
%AES128(C,key,Nr,'d')
%>>'00112233445566778899aabbccddeeff'

http://crypto.fmf.ktu.lt/xdownload/

IV - Initiation Vector
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Stream ciphers

>> m=77000
m =  77000
>> mb=dec2bin(m)
mb = 10010110011001000

Content Provider Customer Vernam cipher
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Symmetric encryption
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